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Abstract: 

This study explored the impact of sound bath session using Himalayan Singing Bowls’ on heart rate 

variability (HRV) and Stress Index (SI) parameters and compared it with the same parameters during 

silence for the same subject. The singing bowls are used for therapeutic intervention to enhance the 

individual’s emotional & physical well-being. For the case study, 7 metal singing bowls were used for 20 

mins in a particular sequence learnt from an expert teacher.  The impact on the subject was measured 

using Emwave Pro device and the data was analyzed using Kubios HRV Premium software for obtaining 

heart rate, heart rate variability and stress index data. The subject first experienced sound bath with 

singing bowls and after 2 weeks went through similar session in silence. The singing bowl “sound bath” 

session resulted in more reduction in stress index and an increase in heart rate variability parameters, as 

compared to the changes during the “silence session”.   

Increased relaxation observed during singing bowls session as compared to silence provides useful 

insights about the power of sound vibrations as compared to lying down in silence for the same duration.  

The case study also provides a confirmation that singing bowls session can be leveraged as a tool for 

inducing the relaxation response (increased parasympathetic tone, reduced stress) to facilitate healing 

and energy recovery.  More comprehensive studies must be conducted to further evaluate the findings 

with the use of control group (silence).  
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Introduction: 

Sound across various cultures is leveraged in various forms and is known to have a powerful impact on 

the mind and the body. Singing bowls or gongs are used for healing and meditation purposes since 

ancient times. There is sufficient scientific evidence of sound vibrations on the impact of stress on the 

physical and emotional health1.  To manage the stress and its impact on the mind and the body, a 

consistent practice of relaxation is critical to facilitate the “rest and digest” mode that triggers 

parasympathetic function activity, the exact opposite of the “fight or flight mode” which causes “stress 

response” or sympathetic nervous system activity2.   

 

Sound healing (or therapeutic interventions of sound) as compared to music therapy is the use of 

combination of sounds (e.g. singing bowls or gongs) with focus on the sound vibrations and not on any 

particular rhythm or melody. The vibrations create a resonance that impacts the physical body and the 

mind. Studies have indicated profound impact of singing bowls (its frequencies/partials) on the body and 

the mind by measuring HRV (ECG-Electrocardiography), EEG (Electroencephalogram), Skin 

Conductance and various surveys to understand change in anxiety and mood3 4. Thus, the relaxation 

response and the benefits of the vibrations of the singing bowls could be responsible for the positive mind-

body impact.  

 

Human quality of life is negatively impacted by stress levels the individual experiences.  The stress has 

a trigger (cause) and it impacts (effect) on the human body and the mind.  Given the subjective nature of 

the trigger, it is difficult to measure stress and this gets further complicated due to each individual’s 

                                                
1 D. Muehsam, C. Ventura, Life rhythm as a symphony of oscillatory patterns: electromagnetic energy and sound 
vibration modulates gene expression for biological signaling and healing, Rev. Glob. Adv. Health Med. 3 (2) (2014) 
40– 55. 
 
2 Benson, H., Beary, J. F., & Carol, M. P. (1974). The relaxation response. Psychiatry: Journal for the Study of 
Interpersonal Processes, 37(1), 37-46. 
 
3 Bidin, Livia & Pigaiani, Luca & Casini, Manlio & Seghini, Pietro & Cavanna, Luigi. (2016). Feasibility of a trial with 
Tibetan Singing Bowls, and suggested benefits in metastatic cancer patients. A pilot study in an Italian Oncology 
Unit. European Journal of Integrative Medicine. 10.1016/j.eujim.2016.06.003. 
 
4 Goldsby, T. L., Goldsby, M. E., McWalters, M., & Mills, P. J. (2017). Effects of Singing Bowl Sound Meditation on 
Mood, Tension, and Well-being: An Observational Study. Journal of Evidence-Based Complementary & Alternative 
Medicine, 22(3), 401–406. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5871151/ 
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subjective perceptions about stress.  Hence, stress measurement is a complex process considering all 

the cause-effects factors including the environment (or stimulus as perceived by the individual), 

individual’s own stress response mechanism and perception/interpretation of the individual. Finally, the 

biological impact on the physiology and cognitive functions (including sleep quality, memory, focus, etc.) 

also needs to be measured. Additional factors to consider in stress measurement include whether the 

stress is acute or chronic, individual’s coping mechanism, social support, etc. 5 6. This makes it imperative 

to explore a simple (and ideally) physiology-based measurement of the stress levels, as a starting point. 

 

Based on the literature review, the authors did not find any studies related to singing bowls’ impact on 

stress as measured by physiological parameters.   Moreover, there is a need to compare the impact of 

singing bowl sound bath with silence to understand the incremental benefits of singing bowl sound bath 

as compared to just supine silence. Finally, most studies use about 1 hour long sound bath session to 

measure the impact and it would be interesting to explore if a shorter session of about 20 minutes could 

generate useful changes in the physiology3.  

 

Heart Rate Variability and Stress 

HRV is a physiological phenomenon denoting the variation in the time interval between heartbeats (also 

called R-R interval). A low HRV, i.e., less variability in the heart beat indicates that the body is under 

stress due to physiological reasons, exercise, or any other external factor whereas high HRV denotes 

better emotional regulation7. HRV is also emerging as a marker of autonomic nervous system imbalance, 

stress, metabolic syndrome and chronic disease8.   

                                                
5 Mária S. Kopp, Barna Konkolÿ Thege, Piroska Balog, Adrienne Stauder, Gyöngyvér Salavecz, Sándor Rózsa, 
György Purebl, Szilvia Ádám, Measures of stress in epidemiological research, Journal of Psychosomatic Research, 
Volume 69, Issue 2, 2010, Pages 211-225, ISSN 0022-3999, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jpsychores.2009.09.006. 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022399909003699 
 
6 Elissa S. Epel, Alexandra D. Crosswell, Stefanie E. Mayer, Aric A. Prather, George M. Slavich, Eli Puterman, 
Wendy Berry Mendes, More than a feeling: A unified view of stress measurement for population science, Frontiers 
in Neuroendocrinology, Volume 49, 2018, Pages 146-169, ISSN 0091-3022, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.yfrne.2018.03.001. 
(http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0091302218300219) 
 
7 Shaffer, F., & Ginsberg, J. P. (2017). An Overview of Heart Rate Variability Metrics and Norms. Frontiers in public 
health, 5, 258. doi:10.3389/fpubh.2017.00258 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5624990/ 
 
8 Trivedi GY, Saboo B, Singh RB, Maheshwari A, Sharma K, Verma N. Can decreased heart rate variability be a 
marker of autonomic dysfunction, metabolic syndrome and diabetes? J Diabetol 2019;10:48-
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For measuring stress based on physiological data, Baevskey proposed the calculation of Stress Index 

using the RR interval data which has been incorporated in Kubios Premium HRV Software9.  Kubios uses 

the following formula [1] to calculate stress on the basis of physiology (RR interval data).  Kubios Premium 

HRV software uses the square root of the Baevskey’s stress index formula, shown below.  

 

𝑆𝐼 = $%&×())%
+%&×%,-%.

     [1] 

AMo is mode amplitude (%), Mo is mode of frequency (Frequency occurring the most), MxDMn is degree 

of variability in RR.   

 

For the case study, we used Kubios Stress Index data and traditional HRV parameter called RMSSD 

(Root Mean Squared Standard Deviations of RR interval10. The RMSSD reflects the beat-to-beat variance 

in heart rate and is the primary time-domain measure used to estimate the vagal mediated changes 

reflected in HRV.  RMSSD also correlates with parasympathetic activity and hence it is used as a measure 

for this case study along with stress Index11.    

Methods & measurements: 

Written consent was taken from the subject for confidentiality. Consistent with earlier approach, the ethics 

committee approval was not needed due to non-invasive nature of the intervention3. For both the 

sessions, the temperature in the enclosed room was maintained at 25 degrees.  Exclusion criteria 

                                                
56.http://www.journalofdiabetology.org/article.asp?issn=2078-
7685;year=2019;volume=10;issue=2;spage=48;epage=56;aulast=Trivedi;aid=JDiabetol_2019_10_2_48_257205 
 
9 Kubios Website https://www.kubios.com/about-hrv/ 
 
10 Task Force Report. Heart rate variability: standards of measurement, physiological interpretation, and clinical 
use. Circulation (1996) 93:1043–65.10.1161/01.CIR.93.5.1043 
 
11 Ken Umetani, Donald H Singer, Rollin McCraty, Mike Atkinson, Twenty-Four Hour Time Domain Heart Rate 
Variability and Heart Rate: Relations to Age and Gender Over Nine Decades, Journal of the American College of 
Cardiology, Volume 31, Issue 3, 1998,Pages 593-601, ISSN 0735-1097, https://doi.org/10.1016/S0735-
1097(97)00554-8. (http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0735109797005548) 
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included presence of (a) chronic disease (b) epilepsy (c) pacemaker in the body and (d) metal parts due 

to any surgery inside the body.  

 

For singing bowls session, the subject was asked to lie down with eyes closed for 20 minutes.  7 singing 

bowls and a Tingsha were used (as shown in Figure 1). The bowls’ diameter ranged from 18cm (for the 

smallest bowl) to 29.5 cm (for the largest bowl).  Mallet was used to produce sound (resembles the 

hammer with soft, puffy end that is used for hitting) and gap between the successive hits was minimum 5 

seconds.  The sequence started with the bowl between the legs (furthest away from the head) and slowly 

moved towards the bowl nearer to the head while alternating on either side of the body12. The sequence 

began with medium (about 50% of the maximum) intensity sound and each subsequent cycle of 7 hits of 

bowl and 1 hit of Tingsha reduced the intensity marginally (e.g. 50%, 40% and so on).  Once the intensity 

was the lowest (10%) the subsequent cycle increased the intensity progressively towards 50% and this 

sequence was continued till 20 minutes were completed.  Each cycle was followed by a sound of Tingsha.  

The subject remained supine with eyes closed throughout the practice.  

 

For silence, exact same process was used (duration, position) after 2 weeks on the same subject, 

however, this was done in complete silence without any sound of singing bowls.   

 

                                                
12 This method is part of a more comprehensive method taught by Master Shree Krishna Shahi (Nepal) to author Gunjan Y 
Trivedi in year 2016. 
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Figure 1 - Arrangement of the Singing Bowls for Sound Bath Session (Left: Plan indicating the layout, 

Right: Actual photograph without the subject)13 

Data Analysis 

Emwave Pro device was used to record the HRV signals using an ear sensor during both the sessions 

and the data was analyzed using Kubios HRV premium software (on a Windows PC).  Kubios HRV 

Premium software (version 3.3.0) was used to calculate HRV parameters including the Stress Index and 

RMSSD.  The data was tabulated for each of the 5 minutes during the 20 minutes long sessions.  

  

Results 
The results are captured in Table 1. Figure 2 and figure 3 indicate that compared to silence, the stress 

index decreases significantly during sound bath session and RMSSD shows a consistent increase. This 

is consistent with earlier findings on the impact of singing bowls sound in relaxation. However, the 

significant aspect of this case study is the comparison with silence where these parameters do not show 

                                                
13 Reproduced with permission from Wellness Space, Ahmedabad, India 
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meaningful changes. With the progress of the sound bath session, the RMSSD increases and the Stress 

Index continues to decrease, indicating the trigger of relaxation response.  Both these changes, 

specifically the increase in RMSSD, confirm an increase in parasympathetic activity. The total power also 

shows a significant uptrend in sound bath session as compared to silence.  

 

Figure 2 provides a comparison between reduction in stress index in singing bowl compared to silence. 

It can be observed that there is a meagre decrease in stress during silence, but a significant decline of 

stress index from 16 to 9 is exhibited during the sound therapy session. Figure 3 shows changes in 

RMSSD during both interventions. It can be observed that the RMSSD without any intervention remains 

within the range of 23-25. During the sound bath session there is a significant increase in RMSSD value 

from 26 to 48 as the session proceeds. 

 

 
Table 1: Summary various parameters during sound healing and silence (Measured every 5 minutes 

during the 20 minutes long sessions) 
 

 

Figure 2: Comparison of Stress Index during both interventions 
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Figure 3: Comparison of RMSSD during both interventions 

Discussions: 

The case study articulated the difference between the physiology (HRV) parameters when a subject 

experienced a guided sound bath session with singing bowls as compared to just experiencing silence 

for the same duration. Few studies have articulated the benefits on the mind and the body of singing 

bowls based sound bath sessions, however, it is important to articulate (on the same subject) how the 

experience and the outcome on physiology parameter would differ versus silence.  The difference 

confirms that silence is often not easy to experience and external aid (in this case singing bowl) provides 

significant benefits for the individual.  The trends in key HRV parameters (including stress index) is very 

encouraging and hence a controlled study comparing the two methods would provide a more compelling 

evidence of the additional value provided by the singing bowls sound bath session.  Moreover, the trends, 

especially increased parasympathetic nervous system activity and reduced stress, in such a short 

duration (only 20 minutes) is very encouraging as compared to other experiments which leveraged about 

one hour long session.3 7 
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Future work in this area must include controlled trial (silence and sound bath) and ideally randomization 

- on the same subjects.  Such an approach would provide valuable data about how the singing bowls 

impact the mind and the body.  

Conclusion: 

The case study confirmed how sound bath session with singing bowls, as compared to silence, creates 

powerful impact on HRV parameters, including the stress index despite a relatively short session (20 

minutes) on the same subject. As the sound bath session progressed, the stress index reduced and 

RMSSD increased - confirming deep relaxation and enhanced parasympathetic nervous system activity.  

For silence there was hardly any noticeable change in these parameters.   

 

Repeated practice of sound bath session could improve autonomic nervous system balance and trigger 

relaxation response as well. Further research in this area in the form of controlled experiment would 

validate the initial findings from the case study with bigger number of subjects. 
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